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These,” he says, “are the three things we pay attention to.” He labels the circles: “dol-
lars,” “brains” and “culture”. That’s what you need, says the head of Communitech,

to build a technology cluster. As head of the “Waterloo Region Technology Association”
for the past three years, that is basically Klugman’s job description.

This year, Communitech is celebrating its 10th anniversary. The organization was
founded, says Klugman, “by a peer group of entrepreneurs who got together to try and
help each other out.”

Communitech’s CEO position was created, he says, because the founders of Commu-
nitech – people like Tom Jenkins of Open Text, Jim Balsillie of Research in Motion, and
their Waterloo region peers – decided they needed “a guy who would get up every morn-
ing and figure out, a) what do we need to be doing to build a tech community and b)
how do we prepare the way for the next generation of tech guys.”

If that sounds a bit hip for a tech geek, well, Communitech’s boss somehow manages
to be hip and tech-oriented at the same time. He talks in the same sentence about fol-
lowing in the footsteps of historic, local industry leaders and about the need for entre-
preneurs to be “disruptive”. He can champion the apparently contradictory values of
conservative capitalism, and the acceptance of “deviant” behaviour.

That kind of expansive, boundary-less thinking finds its way onto the Communitech
website, which describes the organization in fairly traditional terms – “a member-based
organization driving the growth and success of Waterloo Region’s technology sector
through leadership, connections and promotion” – but continues to list “top guns” and
“rising stars” of the local tech community, gives advice on “where to be seen” (“on the
links, on the patio at Solé, basketball and indoor soccer megaplex RIM Park, at a
Perimeter Institute or architecture school lectures, rollerblading along the Grand River”)
and closes with the advice, “Burn your ties.”

Klugman, incidentally, is not wearing a tie during this interview.
He says that while Communitech’s mandate has grown, it is still faithful to the origi-

nal intention of the founders. “What began as a peer group,” he insists, “still has a huge
peer group component of what we do.” The organization convenes over 20 groups a
month, from sessions for CEOs to seminars for Executive Assistants. Some of these ses-
sions are breakfasts, which can be attended free of charge.

DOLLARS, BRAINS
and CULTURE
Communitech celebrates 10 years of serving the region’s
tech cluster

BY PAUL KNOWLES

Iain Klugman, President and CEO of an organization that includes all of the top

tech companies in Waterloo Region, leans over to a white board and with a

magic marker draws three crude, intersecting circles.
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Iain Klugman, President and
CEO of Communitech
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Communitech’s focus on helping busi-
nesses at three levels – start-ups, those in
rapid growth mode, and large, successful
companies – is underlined by the location
of its offices. Its 12 staff members – with
two more about to be hired – are head-
quartered at the Accelerator Centre, the
facility in the University of Waterloo R&D
Park designed to help start-up companies
succeed, but with neighbours who are at
the top of the tech industry ladder.
CEO In Residence

The newest member of the Commu-
nitech team is its first “CEO In Residence”.
Carol Leaman has come from RSS Solu-
tions to establish a mentoring program at
Communitech. Klugman is thrilled about
this development. Klugman is delighted
with this development; it has been in the
planning stage for a while, as they sought
“the person who’s really good”. They
found her.

“The value is huge,” he says.
Career Path

Of course, it could be argued that
another person who could fill that position
would be Klugman, himself – not that he
has the time or the inclination. He came to
Communitech, three years ago, with an
impressive and varied resumé... and a
deep desire to move on from his latest,
less-than-happy posting.

A native of Denver, Colorado, Klugman
got his post-secondary education in Cana-
da, studying in Toronto, Dalhousie, and
Sudbury. He holds two Master’s degrees –
in Public Administration, and his MBA,
which is officially from Wilfrid Laurier,
although he did the work in Toronto,
never setting foot on the Waterloo campus
at that time.

He started his studies in computer sci-
ence, in those storied days of “punch
cards,” but “for fun I took political science.”

He “has always been fascinated by how
authority works within organizations.”

At one point, he was sure his career lay
in academics, but he realized that “as curi-
ous as I am about the world, I also can’t
stand being alone,” and he discovered that
academics can be a very lonely discipline.
“So I scratched that off the list of things to
do in my life.”

While at Dalhousie, Klugman was

recruited by the government of Canada,
and he spent the next seven years working
with the Privy Council on some of the key
national files – the Québec referendum, the
tainted blood issue. “I had,” he says, “a
ball.” He clearly loves being at the centre of
things; he argues that when you get the
right job with government – which he did –
“you work with very, very smart people in a
relatively unencumbered fashion.”

Klugman talks in the same sentence about following
in the footsteps of historic, local industry leaders and about

the need for entrepreneurs to be “disruptive”.
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That statement probably reflects his
number one career goal from that point on.
It certainly fits his role at Communitech; in
fact, he says he came to Waterloo because
after one meeting, he knew “something
really special was going on in that commu-
nity, and if I’m not part of it, I’m going to
kick myself in ten years’ time.”

But that was several jobs down the
road, when as an ambitious “30-some-
thing,” he left Ottawa to work for Nortel as
Director of Branding and Advertising. His
first years with Nortel were very exciting –
“we ended up working on this whole
notion of talent, and its new definition,”
analysing relationships between employer
and employee. “Talent” was a very big
buzzword; the importance of “competitive
intelligence” caused a sea change. “The
whole focus on talent had gone from a
clerical procurement function to some-
thing on the desk of the CEO.”

That was the interesting stuff at Nortel;
but “I came out of the end of Nortel like
everyone else”... that is, without a job. “It
was tragic. I didn’t want to be there any
more.”

He didn’t languish in the unemployment
lines. Klugman was hired as CEO of Ontario
Tourism. “I’ve always been a communica-

tions and marketing guy,” he told Exchange.
“I’ve always been intrigued by the opportu-
nity to apply that discipline to an industry
where it hasn’t been applied in the past,
where it is not a core competency.”

He admits, though, that the Ontario stint
changed his career prospects in a way he
did not expect – once a CEO, always a
CEO, might sum it up. When he moved to

the CBC as Executive Director of Commu-
nications, he didn’t adapt well to the
plethora of bosses. He describes himself as
“a huge supporter of public broadcasting,”
he was not a fan of the reporting structure
in which he found himself. “I made the
mistake of working for a board of directors
at a crown corporation. I thought I could
go back to working for a boss.” He didn’t
enjoy the experience. He had become a
CEO, where “the buck stops with you.”

“Once you have had that...” he muses,
allowing the silence to complete his
thought.

Coming to Communitech
As Communitech proves with every

passing day, it’s all about networking.
Klugman encountered an old friend who
worked at RIM, and learned about the
position at Communitech. He was not ini-
tially enthusiastic – “I thought it was the
kind of thing people did when they
retired.” One meeting later, he had com-

pletely changed his mind – Waterloo
Region, and specifically the Communitech
President and CEO’s office, was clearly in
the centre of things.

He noted the community convergence:
“There was a real sense that that stars
were starting to align,” he says, pointing
to factors such as the vibrant, tech-
oriented academic community; the
entrepreneurial history of the region; and
the significant success stories of many
local companies.

He took the job and, three years later,
he believes his analysis was spot-on.

FEATURE STORY

“The peer group system has basically killed the consulting
industry in the Waterloo region.”
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“When I arrived in 2004, we were just
coming out of the bubble bursting. [Since
then], pretty much every month, there’s
been a sense it’s better than the previous
month.” He adds, “People who have been
watching for a long time say there is more
happening here than they’ve ever seen in
15 years.”

That’s reflected in the work being done
by Communitech, which has been associ-
ated with 120 early-stage companies in
the past 12 months alone. As well, he
says, “a lot of the small and medium-sized
companies” that survived the most recent
difficult years “are just exploding” with
business, and “the big companies” like
Com Dev, Christie, and RIM are seeing
success “right across the board.”

“It’s all very exciting,” enthuses
Klugman.

Communitech works with companies at
all of these levels. Klugman explains that
the founding members believed that suc-
cess breeds success. They wanted to give
something back to the larger community –
a virtue that is very prevalent in the
Waterloo Region business community (“At
its core, a community helping each other,”
he says) – but they also recognized that
individual tech companies find more suc-
cess when they are part of a “technology

cluster.” Klugman points frequently to
California’s tech community as a role
model for Waterloo region. “We can build
a successful industry while we are build-
ing successful companies.”

He also believes that a peer group men-
tality is a marvellous recipe for success.
He quotes a consultant who noted that
“the peer group system has basically killed
the consulting industry in the Waterloo
region.” When the leaders of some of the
most successful companies in Canada are
willing to mentor others, why would
young entrepreneurs ask anyone else?

Referring to the pioneers of the local
tech industry, Klugman argues that “they
had a really hard time of it 15 years ago.
There was not a lot here.” Today, that has
all changed. “We have as good a cocoon-
ing situation for starting up as anywhere
in the world,” he says. Companies “can go
from a start-up to taking a company pub-
lic without ever having to leave here.”

Localized community
Klugman argues that tech clusters are

“very localized” communities, that if
someone who works for a tech company
wants a new challenge, he or she is very
likely to choose to move within the geo-
graphical community instead of leaving it.
That’s especially true if the community
offers the kind of social and cultural envi-
ronment that attracts such employees –
and that’s why one of Klugman’s three
circles on the white board is labeled
“culture.”

Waterloo – which may or may not be

the centre of the universe, despite com-
ments in that vein by various community
leaders – has come a very long way.
Private sector support

Communitech is officially a “member-
based” organization, but membership fees
pay less than a quarter of the costs. Klug-
man downplays the membership factor,
also arguing that Communitech wants to

FEATURE STORY
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Getting it Right…On Time!

501 Franklin Blvd., Cambridge • Tel: 519-622-7200 • Fax: 519-622-7172
1-800-563-7200 or 1-888-563-7200 • dan@allloads.com

SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
IN CANADA & U.S.A

• Inbound or Outbound

• Truckload & LTL

• All Types of Freight

www.allloads.com

“Our organization should always be behind the scenes.
It’s not about us, it about the entrepreneurs.”
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be able to provide its services to those
who at an early stage of company
development cannot even afford a $300
membership fee.

Other funding comes from corporate
sponsorships, fundraising (such as the
annual golf tournament), fees charged for
some events, and government funding.
Klugman says Communitech’s budget is
80% to 90% from the private sector; there
is some municipal funding, and this year,
for the first time, the province has given
Communitech $1 million. As well, the fed-
eral government’s National Research
Council Industrial Research Assistance
Program (IRAP) program “has always been
there” with financial support.
Behind the scenes

Klugman likes to talk about the compa-
nies he serves. He insists that “our organi-
zation should always be behind the
scenes. It’s not about us, it about the
entrepreneurs.” However, he admits there
are times when a member-based organi-
zation will be called on to speak for the
industry at large, and he has done so.
“Our objective,” he says, “is not to see our
name in print, unless we’re trying to man-
age an issue.”

Although he wants to serve the entire
tech community, he also likes the reality
of being answerable to Communitech’s
members – “I’ve always liked to be cus-
tomer-facing. I love the challenge.”

Klugman’s networking is approaching
the legendary. He serves on 18 boards, in
fields ranging from entrepreneurship
through education to the arts. Asked if
some of this involvement arises from per-
sonal interests outside the job, he seems
stumped for a moment. “My personal
interests?” he says. “Everything I’m
involved in relates to my job... I’m a great
believer that if you want to attract top peo-
ple,” you have to build an exceptional cul-
ture, including everything from the entre-
preneurial environment to “good food.”

“Everything I’m involved with relates
to” building that overall entrepreneurial,
cultural environment, he says.

He pauses, and then offers a very sig-
nificant exception to that rule – his kids.
That’s a first love that is not job-related.
He has two children, and he immediately
tells a story of how he is facing a chal-
lenge this weekend – one child wants to
travel, the other wants to stay home. And
Iain Klugman, President and CEO, a man
who has fought for Canadian unity, pro-
moted an entire province, and now is a
linch-pin in a thriving entrepreneurial
cluster, may have finally met a problem he
cannot solve. X
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• Commercial & Industrial
• Personal Home & Auto
• Financial Services

"Here to help with your insurance needs"

240 VICTORIA RD NORTH, GUELPH • TEL: 519.822.0160 • TOLL FREE:1.800.263.1032

FOR ONLINE QUOTES: www.sutherlandinsurance.com

11 Henry Street, St. Jacobs, ON N0B 2N0 • Tel (519) 664-2221 • Fax (519) 664-2105

The Store Fixture Company That Does It All

KKrraaeemmeerr WWooooddccrraafftt LLttdd..
www.kraemerwoodcraft.com

SINCE 1951

The Store Fixture Company That Does It All
Specializing in Retail, Commercial & In-
stitutional Millwork & Displays

• Huge Showroom & Inventory
• Custom Millwork & Counters
• Slatwall & Grid Accessories
• Store Planning & Design
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THE CULTURE ADVANTAGE
Team spirit is built through leadership

JIM CLEMMER is a Kitchener-
based keynote speaker,
workshop/retreat leader on
practical leadership. email:
jim.clemmer@clemmer.net

by JIM CLEMMER

PRACTICAL LEADERSHIP

people in their organizations with about as much care
as they would attach to office equipment. Workers are
just one more set of assets to be managed. Phrases like
“head count,” “human capital” and “my people,” dehu-
manize and objectify workers. We could push this fur-
ther and make the same argument for “human
resources.” Most of us want to be treated as a person,
not a resource.
Managers too often have the attitude: “If I want any

of your bright ideas I’ll give them to you.” Once every
year or two, management might run an organizational
survey, then discount results as “just their perception,
not reality.” Or managers might exhort supervisors to
improve morale in their organizations.
Paternalistic recognition programs provide conde-

scending pats on the head, much like those given the
family dog. Managers give out compliments or recogni-
tion as if they expect a receipt.
Building Spirit
Most people want to be on a winning team, to feel

proud of the organization and their own accomplish-
ments. This emotional connection provides a deep
sense of making a difference through meaningful work.
Highly effective leaders nurture a strong “pride of craft”
for the products or services the organization provides
and what these do for customers. Workers feel valued
for what they do. Individual, team, and organizational
accomplishments and milestones are celebrated. Every-

one feels emotionally committed to the team or organi-
zation’s goals, purpose, and customers.
There are many ways that strong leaders can build

organization spirit. Here are a few suggestions:
Build a highly customer-focused organization. Bring

a constant stream of customers into your organization.

For the most effective companies, organizational spiritor culture is a major competitive advantage. Compa-
nies can purchase the same equipment, technologies,
products, people, brands, facilities and other tangible
assets as their competitors. But they cannot buy the
intangible culture of caring for customers or commit-
ment to high quality that makes or breaks all their tan-
gible investments. This can only be earned through
strong and consistent leadership.
Killing Spirit
Here are some ways that ineffective managers

often kill an organization’s spirit and build a culture of
mediocrity:
There’s a lot of talk about empowerment while there

are still too many approval levels, slow decision mak-
ing, and rules (“you’re empowered but check with us
first”). There’s talk of an open-door policy, but closed

minds or coolness often greet people who raise unpop-
ular issues or bad news. When people participate in
surveys and focus groups, they rarely hear back about
what was done with their input.
Despite pious declarations about the importance of

people, leadership and values, many managers treat

Companies cannot buy the intangible culture of caring for
customers or commitment to high quality.

Important message to all

Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Porsche,
VW & Volvo owners.
“The Canadian automotive service industry
changes on a daily basis. This is also true for
how the consumer expects to be treated.
You should expect more.” – Uli Furtmair.

At Furtmair Auto Services we are the service
professionals. We meet the highest customer
service standards. Our company won the Bosch-
Jetronic-Cup, finishing first among all service
centers in North America. This demonstrates our
ability to satisfy our customers.

This is what you can expect from us:
Our objectives:
• To maintain your Original

Factory Warranty
• To maintain your car’s authenticity

using Bosch OEM parts
Our features:
• International Award-winning expertise
• Top-notch servicing using the latest

diagnostic equipment
• Helpful advice from professionals with the

most up-to-date skills and training

Our benefits:
• A written International Warranty
• Reasonable service rates
• Customer-focused service

FURTMAIR AUTO SERVICES INC.
In Business Since 1987 To Serve YOU

519 576-9972
51 Bridge Street East, Kitchener

WEBSITE: www.furtmair.com
E-MAIL: fast@furtmair.com
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Invite them to planning sessions, feature
them at recognition or celebration events,
ask them to tell stories about how your
products/services are being used and
making a difference. Capture those stories
on video, audio or in print, and circulate

them widely. Frequently get people in
your organization (especially those serv-
ing the people who are serving cus-
tomers) out to meet customers.

Encourage and promote humor to
release tension in a situation and keep
people looking at the lighter side of
things. But ensure that humorous com-
ments don’t disguise barbs and “sniping”
among team members. And avoid humor-
ous putdowns of others that may rein-
force a sense of “they are out to get us.”

Keep highly visible scoreboards, big
thermometers (as in a fund-raising
campaign), bulletin boards, Intranet sites,
voice mail messages and newsletters to

update everyone on progress toward key
goals or change and improvement targets.
Make goals/targets and progress as
visible as possible.

Look for every opportunity to recognize
and celebrate significant accomplish-
ments and milestones reached. Model and
encourage simple “thank you’s” and
reinforce positive behavior whenever you
see it.

We are all searching for more mean-
ingful work with an organization or a
team we can feel proud of. We don’t just
want a job. We want to go beyond
success to significance. We want to
make a difference. We want passion,
excitement, and a sense of deeper
purpose from our work. X

Many managers treat people
in their organizations with about

as much care as they would
attach to office equipment.

Look for every opportunity to
recognize and celebrate

significant accomplishments and
milestones reached.
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CAMBRIDGE: 519-624-1499
GUELPH: 519-837-2120

www.sarmazian.com
email: flooring@sarmazian.com

“Where customers send their friends”
– Since 1970 –

STAINMASTER ULTRA LIFE® carpet is simply the finest carpet you can buy. And there
is only one place to find it: Your STAINMASTER Flooring
CenterSM. The lastest styles. The freshest colours. And
the best warranty in the business – up to 20 years of
stain and soil resistance. So when you want the ultimate
in luxury and performance, you know where to go.

The region’s exclusive
STAINMASTER Flooring Centre

Make Every Occasion“A GourmetAffair”

9-262 MILL ST., KITCHENER • EMAIL: gourmet_affair@hotmail.com • www.gourmetaffair.ca

Creativity & Quality forYour
CORPORATE EVENTS,BUSINESS MEETINGS &
LUNCHES,WEDDINGS,BANQUETS & FUNERALS

• Specializing in French, Italian, Thai & European Cuisine
• Full service caterers
• Customized menu to suit your budget
• Professionally trained staff

Contact: BRUCE SUTHERLAND,
Head Chef/Owner
OVER 25YEARS EXPERIENCE IN FOOD & DESIGN

519.579.7141 Bruce Sutherland
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“THE SECRET”
Are you willing to risk making the biggest difference in your life?

LINDA GREGORIO is president
of Presents of Mind, a
corporate consulting and
leadership development
organization. email:
linda@pomconsulting.com

by LINDA GREGORIO

WORK / LIFE BALANCE

of ‘intention setting and manifesting’. In keeping with
one of my personal beliefs, “that which we intend with
passion, and happens to be in line with our purpose,
will manifest”, the book speaks to ‘the power of inten-
tion’, ‘the law of attraction’, the overall ‘power of the
mind to create a new tomorrow’ and the ‘link between
the mind and the universe’.

One of the key take-aways from the book is that
everything is energy, including our thoughts, and that
all energy attracts like energy – the ‘Law of Attraction’.
That, alone, seems to have enough people hooked on
the book. To strengthen the believers, or at minimum
create wonder in the minds of those who aren’t sure
they want to buy in too quickly, Dr. Fred Alan Wolf,
writer, lecturer, with a doctorate in theoretical physics,
is quoted: “Quantum physics really begins to point to
this discovery. It says that you can’t have a Universe
without the mind entering into it, and that the mind is
actually shaping the very thing that is being perceived”.

Regardless of your personal beliefs, I don’t imagine
the power of positive thinking is new to you. What
might be a new concept, however, is the link between
the mind and the universe, and the extent to which the
law of attraction is already shaping your life.

This book not only reminds us of the power of posi-
tive thinking (the cup is half full, not half empty), it
challenges us to consider that our minds and our imagi-

nations may well be defining our lives today and our
futures, and that in choosing our thoughts wisely we
can co-create the future we desire.

The doubt arises in that, if this is true, then is it also
true that people are creating the very lives they claim
they don’t want for themselves?

The world is a buzz over “The Secret”. Have you heard
about it? And, if something is a secret, and then it is

discussed on TV by Oprah or The View, is it still a
secret? Or, better still, if the content of “The Secret”
proves to have been shaped by great minds of the past,
and the concepts themselves have been around for
ages, was it ever really a secret to begin with?

Regardless of the book’s title, and whether the ideas
are old or new, Rhonda Byrne’s “The Secret” does bring
together pertinent concepts for our consideration, in a
very creative and impactful way. “The Secret” seems to
be making a significant and important contribution to
the overall way people choose to think, and has
drawn awareness to the importance of choosing our
thoughts wisely.

The book reminds us that what we think is one of

the most, maybe even ‘the most’, important influencer
in shaping our lives.

Rhonda and team have created momentum in bring-
ing back a consciousness of ‘positive thinking’, and it
appears that they may be helping the world take quan-
tum leaps forward in what I refer to as the awareness

“The Secret” seems to be making a significant and
important contribution to the overall way people choose to think.

KWMATERIALS HANDLING INC.

RACKING • SHELVING • MEZZANINES

SAFETY EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

MATERIAL HANDLING
& INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

300 Trillium Dr., Unit 11
Kitchener, ON N2E 2K6
Tel: 519.748.1345 Fax: 519.748.1780

www.ontarioindustrial.com

• DESIGN
• SUPPLY
• INSTALL
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How is it that people are shaping more
of what they don’t want, versus more of
what they do want?

How is it that focussing on and thinking
about that which we don’t want, ends up
only creating more of it? The book and the
movie both address this.

In speaking with others who have also
read the book, most agreed that because
the book is founded on principles from the
great minds of Albert Einstein, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Genevieve Behrend, and
others, and because it is rooted in the
world of science, anyone who is interest-
ed in exploring the power of the mind
and/or the link between the power of the
mind and the universe should get the

book, or watch the movie, and weigh in
with an opinion. Maybe even weigh in
with a positive thought, one that will help
shape a better future for us all.

Imagine if the link between the mind
and the universe is really as “The Secret”
claims, and that not only can our imagina-
tion fuel our dreams, it can actually create
the very future we dream of. Then what?
Wouldn’t we be wise to be more purpose-
ful in our thinking? Einstein was quoted as
saying, “Imagination is everything. It is the
preview of life’s coming attractions.”

What if imagination truly does define
coming attractions? What if we really can
imagine, intend, attract, create and mani-
fest things and situations into being? If we
truly have that kind of power, are we
using it wisely and to the fullest?

Whether or not you buy into all the
concepts of the book, it does make you
stop to consider ‘what if’ there truly is a
direct link between that which you think,
and that which manifests in your life?

Secret or no secret, most would agree
that our world continues to evolve and to
change – for the better we hope – as the
great minds of our times shape a new
world into being. Wouldn’t it be great to

know that through heightened awareness
and conscious choice we could all unite
our mental ability to envision, live, and
create a future far different and far better
than that which we know today? Then
maybe global leadership, world peace,
social responsibility and all that we imag-

ine could come to be. What a better way
to participate in changing today and shap-
ing a better tomorrow, than by doing so
one person and one thought at a time.
The real secret lies in whether or not you
believe, and whether or not you are will-
ing to try it on for size and risk making the
biggest difference you can make. X

WORK / LIFE BALANCE

“Imagination is everything.
It is the preview of life’s

coming attractions.”

What if we really can imagine,
intend, attract, create and

manifest things and
situations into being?
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PARKING, PEOPLE, PLACES
AND COMMUNITY PRIDE
Something to strive for, something to be proud of as community

SUNSHINE CHEN is president
of Urban Imagination &
Design Co. email:
sunshine@uimagine.ca

by SUNSHINE CHEN

FROM THE GROUND UP

There is currently a major debate raging in the
streets of Waterloo. The issue at hand has sparked

petitions and heated exchanges between citizens, resi-
dents, business people, city bureaucrats and politicians.
It has even inspired some very dedicated individuals to
invest personal time, money and effort to draw up their
own visions of what the future of Uptown Waterloo
should look like to bring into the discussion.

From my student days in architecture school, to my
days working on Uptown redevelopment for the City of
Waterloo, I have followed this debate with much inter-
est, for almost 10 years.

The issue was brought back to my attention a few
months ago when I hosted a dinner party. Who would
have thought that after a casual evening of great food,
wine, and the company of some very interesting and
diverse people from the community, the conversation

would get quite serious and turn to the topic of a new
public square in Uptown Waterloo?

Of the dozen or so guests left standing around my
kitchen island after midnight, the room divided almost
right down the middle with those who were pro-square
and those who were anti-square facing off with one

another and debating the merits of each and every point
made by either side.

Should the rest of the tax base in the city continue to
subsidize what would ultimately be a glorified neigh-
bourhood park to be enjoyed exclusively by the resi-
dents, visitors and people working in the Uptown, at the
expense of making improvements in other parts of the
community?

Should City Hall be responsible for providing cheap
parking to private retailers and businesses and help
them compete with the powercentre malls around the
Region?

Do the Mayor and Council have a greater obligation
to protect the established residents and business own-
ers who have stuck through the tough times and con-
tributed toward making the Uptown what it is today, or
should the Mayor and Council focus on planning for
future residents who will choose to move into the
Uptown, densify the City and help realize its future suc-
cess and prosperity as an international centre for inno-
vation and creativity?

Since that dinner party, I have attended a City Coun-
cil meeting where a report for the next phase of the
public square project was received, and I also went to
Mayor Brenda Halloran’s “What’s in Your Waterloo?”
Community Forum. At both events, the public square
figured prominently as a major topic of discussion, with
many of the same questions discussed in my kitchen

being raised by members of the public.
In many ways, the question of whether or not to

build a new public square in Uptown Waterloo embod-
ies the larger debate over the kind of city and the kind
of community the Mayor and Council envision for the
future of Waterloo and the values they will champion.

I can’t say I remember much about the parking spaces
in my travels to Paris, Venice, Siena or Florence.

95 Peel Street, New Hamburg
(519) 662-3000
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– after hours by appointment -
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love to wear.
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That is why I believe this issue inspires
such passionate responses from all those
involved.

As I write this, but before you read it,
Waterloo City Council is scheduled to
hear debate and make a decision on
whether the City should proceed with the
public square project. By the time this is
published, Council should have made its
decision.

Will they have chosen to create a new
and improved parking lot? A nice vibrant
place for people to enjoy gathering, meet-
ing and celebrating life in the city? Or a
beautiful and memorable landmark that

inspires cultural creativity and communi-
ty pride within the city and its residents?
In short, will City Council support parking
or people when it comes to making
Uptown Waterloo a great place to be?

As for me, I can’t say I remember
much about the parking spaces in my
travels to Paris, Venice, Siena or Flo-
rence. I do remember the squares and
piazzas and the occasional shop I visited
in them, and some of the cafés I enjoyed
a drink in. More than anything however,
what I remember best is meeting people
in those public squares, and listening to
them tell their stories, and showing how
proud they were of being Parisian, Vene-
tian, Sienese, or Florentine.

From them I’ve learned that the really
great public squares don’t make much
economic sense to build. After all, they’re
really places for people to do nothing in.
But at their best, they say something
about the communities they’re created
in and the people that built them by
embodying a city’s values and aspira-
tions. So in Paris, it’s about culture; in
Venice, it’s about beauty; in Siena, it’s
about public spectacle; and in Florence –
with their statue of David – it’s about
defiance…It’s all about something to
strive for, something to be proud of as
community.

So whatever Waterloo Council decides,
I hope it’ll be an investment in the civic
pride of Waterloo. X

FROM THE GROUND UP

At their best, really great
public squares say something

about the communities
they’re created in and the people

that built them.
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THE BOARD’S RELATIONSHIP
WITH MANAGEMENT
The role of the board is to manage management – not to manage
operations

JOHN DINNER is president of
John T. Dinner Board
Governance Services. email:
John@boardgovernance.ca

by JOHN T. DINNER

GOOD GOVERNANCE

The partnership relationship of the board should be
based on the unity of purpose as defined by the organi-
zation’s mission. The organization’s vision is the key
driver setting the organization’s future focus on opera-
tional priorities.

With respect to accountability, the board is typically
charged with the oversight of the organization, whereas
management is accountable for executing on the organi-
zational priorities that contribute to the achievement of
the organization’s vision.

In order to achieve this balance, it can rightly be
assumed that management should be ambitious, have
drive, be expansive, energetic, possess the necessary
technical skills and focus its efforts on achieving agreed-
upon objectives set in partnership with the board. In turn,
the board should be wise, experienced, able to assess
and manage risk, and have a detached but holistic per-
spective, while being both supportive and questioning.

As a general rule, boards primarily govern and staff
primarily manages. This means a board provides counsel
to management and should not get involved in the day-
to-day affairs of the organization. Confusion and tension
can arise when this rule is put to use practically, because
the distinction between management and governance is
not absolute.

In order for this rule to work effectively, each party in
this relationship needs to understand its own responsibil-
ities and those that fall in the other’s purview, and the

way in which the board and management conduct their
business needs to reflect this understanding. Clear
expectations for directors need to be established, main-
tained and guarded by the board chair, because a board
that is overly active in management can inhibit the orga-
nization’s effectiveness.

In its simplest form, the role of the board is to manage

Relationships between boards and management tend
to evolve without explicit definition or direction. As a

result, these relationships often become either very adver-
sarial or overly collegial.

Determining the division of roles and responsibilities
between the board and management is a key first step.
Perhaps more critical is the need to determine how the
two groups will work together.

No single relationship in the organization is as impor-
tant as that between the board and its CEO. Probably no
single relationship is as easily misconstrued or has such
dire potential consequences. That relationship, well con-
ceived, can set the stage for effective governance and
management and the successful achievement of an orga-
nization’s mission and vision.

Adversarial relationships are characterized by a lack of
common purpose and understanding which often breed a

lack of trust and control. Conversely, an overly collegial
relationship means that substantive and potentially con-
troversial issues are left unaddressed and issues are not
acted upon.

The goal of members of both the board and manage-
ment should be to foster a working relationship that is
based on equal parts of partnership and accountability.

No single relationship in the organization is as important as that between the board and its CEO.
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management – not to manage operations.
This is for reasons of both practicality and
principle. Given that most boards only meet
several times per year, it has limited time to
discuss and make decisions. It should,
therefore, focus on creating the right envi-
ronment to ensure the successful day-to-
day running of the organization in its
absence.

Management acts as the organization’s
driving force, setting goals in partnership
with the board and then executing on those
goals to deliver on the mission and achieve
the vision.

The board’s key task is to act as a body
of sober second thought (i.e., to ask those
questions which will help ensure the best
possible decisions are made based on rec-
ommendations developed by management
for the consideration of directors).

The following are principles a board will
want to consider to ensure clear under-
standing as to how this relationship will be
fostered and protected:
• Distance: Safeguarding the board’s ability

to maintain an overview and global pic-
ture of the organization is of key impor-
tance. The board must preserve its
integrity when evaluating management
recommendations. Otherwise, directors
could be co-opted by management and
risk making suboptimal decisions.

• Dialogue: Distance and integrity must be
combined with ongoing dialogue with
management. While the board is the
means by which the organization’s ‘own-
ers’ retain ownership and control, it is
also responsible for how the organization
is run. The delegation of operational
responsibility by the board to manage-

ment should be the result of continuous
dialogue. The implications of important
decisions should be interpreted jointly by
the board and management.

• Differentiation: In the dialogue and inter-
action between the board and manage-
ment, it is important to clarify and respect

the contribution of the different roles as
described earlier.
There are some common practices that

can help to ensure that the partnership and
accountability relationship is allowed to
prosper:
• Management must supply the board with

information in a form, timeframe and
quality that will enable the board to fulfill
its accountabilities and contribute to the
decision-making process from an over-
sight perspective.

• Directors are entitled to request additional
information, but must ensure their
requests are reasonable and meet a spe-
cific and legitimate need.

• Management should welcome the ques-

tioning of directors, understanding that
questions allow directors to gain comfort
with issues that factor into the decision-
making process.

• Directors should pose questions and com-
ments in a respectful, constructive and
non-confrontational manner.

• A primary role of the board chair is to
ensure effective communication with the
CEO as a means of fostering a positive
relationship with the board and manage-
ment.

• There needs to be a sense that both the
board and management share the same
purpose for the organization and need to
express support for each in public.

• All communication between the board
and management should be directed to
the chair and CEO.

• Directors need to abide by and publicly
support board decisions.

• Directors need to take personal responsi-
bility for identifying and declaring con-
flicts of interest and acting appropriately
according to related guidelines.

• Directors are to act in the best interests of
the organization (and not their con-
stituent groups) and do so by ensuring
constituent interests are factored into the
decision-making process.

• In performing their oversight duties, direc-
tors should use their skills and experience
to provide constructive counsel and guid-
ance to management, work to reach con-
sensus with their board colleagues by
considering, respecting and valuing
different points of view, help the organiza-
tion manage change and challenge con-
structively to ensure proper focus on the
organization’s mission and vision. X

GOOD GOVERNANCE

For Leasing Opportunities Call: 519.745.3137 fax: 519.749.8872 email: leasing@setman.ca
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SEVENTY PER CENT PROFIT
ON $15.3 BILLION REVENUE
An admiral business model... or a sickness?

PAUL KNOWLES is editor of
Exchange Magazine for
Business. He is an author,
public speaker and owner of
English Garden Publishers.
email: paul.knowles@exchange
magazine.com

by PAUL KNOWLES

ON ASSIGNMENT

Isuppose I should be thankful. After all, at first glance, the gov-
ernment is picking up about $8 billion in revenue without asking

me for any. All that public sector income, and it apparently doesn’t
cost me a penny. But somehow, the situation still doesn’t seem
healthy.

I am reflecting on an optimistic new report commissioned and
released by the Canadian Gaming Association. “Gaming”, by the
way, in this context refers to gambling – casinos, slots, horse
races, and lotteries. “Gaming” is another example of linguistic spin
– people talk about addicted gamblers, but I have never heard of
addicted gamers. “Gaming” just sounds like fun, and is a slick,
slippery word that may allow the industry proponents to slip
through without responsibility for the downsides associated with
gambling.

The figures as astounding, and although the report is spun as
good news by the Association, I am not convinced.

Here are the raw facts, according to the economic impact study.
It reports that the “gaming industry” in Canada produces $15.3 bil-
lion in direct spending each year. Almost all of that is money
spent by gamblers; a small fraction is spent on non-gaming activi-
ties such as dining and entertainment at gaming facilities.

And let’s admit, right off the top, that lots of people do gamble

for entertainment. It’s likely that most people at any given casino
or racetrack at any given time are there, first of all, to have fun.
They are not betting their family’s future on an unlikely jackpot.
But some are. And families do, in fact, lose their futures.

There is a great deal of apparently good economic news in this
report. For instance, $2 billion of that revenue is paid out in
employment costs. That’s a lot of jobs. It also reports “$10 billion
in current capital investment,” (half of that in Ontario), and I know
that some of the money paid to build and outfit casinos is spent
right here in southwestern Ontario. Not to mention the slots and
race track facilities we have, as well as the revenue generated for
every retail outlet that sells lottery tickets.

Even locally, the economic impact is immense.
And, of course, the revenue that goes to government and to

charities is also immense. The study found that, across Canada,
$8.6 billion, or 57%, goes to “government programs and services,
as well as to charities.”

It would seem clear that Canadian governments would actually
be in financial trouble if gambling were to cease to be this impor-
tant source of revenue.

Governments traditionally do well on “sin taxes” – alcohol,
tobacco and now gambling. Does this really seem to be a leader-
ship model we should be proud of?

Over $440 per person, adult, child and infant, was
spent on “gaming” last year in Canada.
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The CGA report seeks to underline the
importance of “gaming”. It compares its
revenues of $15.3 billion with annual fig-
ures for full-service restaurants ($17.2
billion), limited-service restaurants
($15.4 billion), accommodation services
($14.3 billion) and air travel involving
Canada’s two major airlines (which total
$11.9 billion).

From a business perspective, these are
pretty impressive figures. Profits have
been described in reports as “massive”,
pegged at $10.6, or almost 70% of rev-
enue. Wouldn’t you like your business to
show those kinds of results?

Or would you... if the cost were similar
to the costs we all pay because of out-of-
control gambling.

That brings me back to my opening
paragraph. Because while I don’t happen
to gamble, and therefore contribute $0 to

that $15.3 billion, I do pay for all of the
services – social, health, family support,
and so on – that find themselves dealing
with the many victims of gambling
addiction.

It’s a pretty heavy addiction. As of Jan-
uary, 2007, Statistics Canada says there
were 32,777,304 people living in Canada.
The math is simple – that means over
$440 per person, adult, child and infant,
was spent on “gaming” last year.

Many, of course, spend multiples of
that figure. Many of them cannot afford
to do so. Many of them are addicted.

And it could be argued that the biggest
addicts are the provincial governments,
which pick up the bulk of the profits, and
have come to rely on this revenue, no
matter what the cost.

At first glance, the revenues and prof-
its from gambling in Ontario are impres-
sive, and seem to go to good causes. I
think we should look again.

One of the fundamental questions in
philosophy 101 has always been, “Does
the end justify the means?” When unde-
niably good causes – charitable pro-
grams, health care facilities and the like
– are the beneficiaries, does that actually
justify the pain and suffering causes by
out-of-control gambling addiction? X

ON ASSIGNMENT

It could be argued that the
biggest addicts are the
provincial governments.
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